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I am a certified Data Engineer and an experienced Data Analyst in the e-commerce and management consulting industries. With 3+ year of total
working experience I gained a good understanding of data modelling and ETL processes and aspire to enhance my knowledge in big data technologies
like spark and hadoop.

WORK EXPERIENCE

03/2019 – Present

Data Analyst
Noon.com - EMAAR Group

Gurgaon, India
noon is the Middle East's homegrown online marketplace

Developed BigQuery script to maintain the data points across
the different stages of the product on the e-commerce
platform, using the defined functions and procedural
capabilities

Designed and developed metrics to determine top products,
stock estimation, and product score to determine catalog
completeness which required utilizing complex date time and
analytical functions through daily snapshots data

Created Google Data Studio reports to analyse and generate
charts for revenue and productivity metrics

05/2017 – 02/2019

Business Technology Analyst
ZS Associates

Gurgaon, India
ZS Associates is a Consulting and professional services firm focusing on
consulting, software, and technology

The scope of this project was to redesign a process from
Hadoop based architecture to serverless architecture which
primarily aimed to reduce the run/refresh time as well as cost
of operations.

Developed Python code utilizing SparkSql and Pyspark libraries
to load and transform the data which involved complex joins
and analytical/window functions

Data transformations and optimizations were done using data
frames and lazy execution technique in Spark

Developed dynamic code in Pyspark, which catered the need of
smooth addition of any new metric as and when required. It
was achieved using the lambda function and dictionary
datatype of python along with Pyspark processing capabilities

Reduced run time of the complete process from 4 days to 1
day, by optimizing queries in Pyspark/SparkSQL by defining
spark configurations/partitions for proper load distribution.
Ganglia graphs were being monitored for optimized approach

Participated in business calls to get and understand the
requirements in Agile methodology and was responsible for
creating/updating user stories on Rally for every sprint

Designed SparkSQL queries for test framework which were
utilized for reconciling the data from source to target data
layer

10/2016 – 05/2017

Salesforce Development Associate
Appirio - A Wipro COmpany

Jaipur, India
An information technology consulting company that works on Salesforce platform

The scope of the project was to visualizations the sales and
marketing data present in Salesforce Environment using Wave
Analytics

Used Dataloader tool to load the source input data, which
involved business rules and complex transformations on
Salesforce environment

SKILLS

SQL Python SparkSQL Pyspark BigQuery

Databricks Google Data Studio Teradata Airflow

AWS (S3, EC2, IAM) Postgres Apache Spark

Redshift Wave Analytics MS Excel MS Visio

EDUCATION

04/2019 – 09/2019

Data Engineering Certification
Udacity

This course included basic data engineering skills, Data
Modelling using Postgres, Data warehousing using AWS with
database hosted on Redshift, Data Wrangling using Spark
processing, Creating data processing and scheduling
pipelines using Airflow.

08/2012 – 06/2016

Graduation
Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University

New Delhi, India

Attained a B.tech degree in Information technology with
70% score

03/2011 – 03/2012

Class XII
S.V.M. Public School

Jaipur

Graduated Senior Secondary School with 92% score

03/2009 – 03/2010

Class X
Tagore Public School

Jaipur

Graduated Secondary School with 9.8 CGPA

PERSONAL PROJECTS

Data Engineering Capstone Project (09/2019 – 09/2019)
The project required preparing information worthy data out of raw data.
Performed data modelling to create facts and dimension tables forming
star schema
The project included standardization and cleansing of data using
pyspark.
The tables were created and processed using Spark and the data was
stored in parquet format in an amazon S3 location
Created an ETL pipeline using python to ingest data from multiple files
into the tables.
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